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ABSTRACT

We review a recent paper (Satan. 1991a) in which a specific enhancement factor (i.e. a
phase transition into a condensed Bosc mode) is proposed to account for the observed amplification
of the ground state energies of the L- and D-amino acid enandoroers; the difference between these
energies is assumed to be due to the neutral parity-violating eleclroweak interaction. This physical
effect initially shifts the enanb'omer energies by about 3 x 10~19eV. The proposed phase transition
is characterized by a critical temperature Tc, which may be studied theoretically by enlarging the
standard electroweak theory to include either the top quark or supersymmetxy (Salam, 1991b).
Possible experimental means of finding Tc are discussed.
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I. THE SOURCE OF BIOMOLECULAR HANDEDNESS

The first unifying principle in biochemistry is that the key molecules - amino acids, sugars,
and natural lecithins ( phospholipids ) - have the same handedness or chirality. (Crick, 1981; Wald.
ll)57). Chiral molecules and their corresponding mirror images may be defined by left <L(, or right
(D) optical / rotatory dispersion. Remarkably, this is true for all organisms with the exclusion of
bacterial cell walls, which contain D-amino acids, as in the case of Bcicitlu.f ftrevh or Lactobacillux

arahiimnii (Ulbricht, 1981). However, we may state in general that living systems translate their
genes into proteins composed of twenty I .-amino acids.

In a recent paper a search for the physical bases of this principle in biochemistry has been
attempted (Salam. 1991a). This work has been preceded by a long history of efforts investigating
the chief cause of the molecular evolution from raccmic mixtures of amino acids to enantiomorphous-
hiased I.-amino acids (Mason. 1984). In a substantial group of previous work. Ihe parity-violating
eleclroweak neutral current has been suggested as the main physical force inducing the observed
hiochiralily. The new approach to the origin of chirality that concerns us hen- oner an.iin invoke1; the
clcclroweak interaction, but is original in appealing to further physical concepts which we shall
discuss in (urn.

HrM <>t all Salam considers that at the end of chemical evolution a particular cooperative
phenomenon did take place, namely, a phase transition beneath a certain critical temperature I L. :

Amino acids lhat had been synlhesised earlier from various precursors entered into a new phase

which was a Rose condensed mode. Since this concept is well understood in physics, but has only

been used a lew times before in the context of biochemistry, we shall use some simple examples

drawn from Ihe new publication, which illuslrate adequately the main ideas lo a reader whose

hiickpround is in the life sciences.



2. CHUPHtATIVE PHENOftCNA, CGNDH4SA1KN, AND PAIRING:

POSSIBLE FACTORS INFLUENCING CHHVBCAL EVf X1I1WN

In order to understand how the amino acids may behave as (he temperature exceeds the critical

value, it is somewhat simpler to consider with Salam (1991a) a well known physical system where

analogous rwiperative phenomena may occur(Alkins, 1959):

Ai absolute zero temperature the electron spins are aligned parallel to one another to give a

resultant magnetization even in the absence of an external magnetic field. However, at a finite

temperature thermal agitation is able to lum over some of (he spins and the average magnetic moment

in the direction of magnetization is thereby decreased. As soon as this process starts, an electron

chosen at random is likely to have neighbours pointing against the direction of magnetization as well

as with it and this reduces the energy needed to reverse the Spin of the electron, so that, as the

temperature increases and more spins are turned over, it becomes increasingly easier to turn over the

remaining spins and the disordering process develops with ever increasing rapidity. At the Curie

point | ii-_, at the critical temperature I the disordering is eventually complete and the spins point

equally in both directions, so that only a 50-50 racemic state survives.

In his study of amino acids, rather than of electron spins. Salam has done a service by

arousing attention to a specific form of cooperative behaviour at the microscopic level: Bine

inrnlt-nujtiiin. This phenomenon is being proposed as • quantum mechanical enhancing factor in

the molecular evolution from the initial racemic mixture to the present day chiral amino acids. The

concept of condensation is not new in biology; indeed it goes back some 30 years (Detbrtlck, 1963).

In (he context of Ihe origin of life condensation in the nucleic acids was suggested to have played a

role in (he origin of Darwinian evolution (Chela-Fiores, 1985). However, since the concept still

remains unfamiliar in the life sciences, in spile of its extensive use made in studies of the cell

membrane (Frohlich. 1977), we cite an interesting introduction to this singular phenomenon

(I *Kpetl, 1990, again quoted by Salam. 1991a):

Imagine that you are in a mountain-top looking down at a distant city square. The crowd is

milling around at random, and each individual is doing something different: Now suppose, however.

ih:it it is mil market day but the day of a military parade, and the crowd is replaced by a battalion of

well drilled soldiers. Hvt-ry soldier is doing the same thing at the same time, and it is very much

easier to see (or hear) from a distance what that is. The physics analogy is that a normal system is

like the market day crowd - every atom is doing something different - whereas in a Bose condensed

system Ihe aloms (or, more accurately, the fraction of them which is condensed at (he temperature in

(|iiestion) arc all forced (o be in (he same i|iian(um state, and therefore resemble the well drilled

soldiers: "every atom must do exactly the \ame thing at the same lime".

The necessary conditions for condensation have been nl tidied by l-fv Iniiilttii, who

between Hose supcrfluids and hermi superfluids. It should be noticed that even for

Kermi superfluids. like superconductors, the phenomenon of bosonic condensates slill occurs; in (his

case (he condensate consists of Cooper pairs , which brings us lo (he third of the physical concepts

thai we set out lo introduce with simple examples. In this case Salam chose another analogy from

the work of (ioodstein (1985):

Imagine two people on an old sagging, nonlinear mattress. They tend lo roll toward (he

middle, even if they don't like each other. That is, there is an attractive interaction. The cause ol this

interaction...is the people create distortions in the mattress, and the distorsions try to merge. The

electrons in the metal do not stand still but rather zip through the lattice at something like the hermi

velocity. The ions are attracted to the electrons but, owing to their large mass, move very slowly

compared lo the much lighter electrons. By the time the ions responds Ihe electron is long gone, bul

it has, in effect, left behind a trail of positive charge, which is Ihe lattice distortion we mentioned

above. Another electron, Iransversing Ihe same path, would find that its way has been prepared

with the positive charge it finds so attractive. We can imagine that the first electron created a phonon.

which the second happily absorbs. Notice that the interaction is strongest if the two electrons lie., Ihe

Cooper pair) traverse exactly the same path - that is, if they have, say, equal and opposite momenta.

3. ALTERATIONS IN TIE CHEMISTRY OF CMRAL MOLECULES DUE
TO TTK PARITY-VIOLATING NEUTRAL WEAK INTERACTIONS

The above three physical concepts: Cooperative phenomena, condensation, and (Cooper)

pairing have led Salam, with arguments developed in considerable detail, to suggest that the

electromagnetic force is not Ihe only force which can produce chemical effects: The Z ° component

of (he electroweak force, in spite of the fact that its effects appear to be negligible al low

temperatures, may play an active role in chemistry.

The reasons for the proposed chemical role of the parity-violating weak interactions may be

found in some calculations in quantum chemistry (Mason, 1 *W4). The results of these calculations

indicate that four amino acids, for which calculations have been completed, taken in aqueous

zweitlerionic conformation, ate L-stahilized relative to their f> partners for configurations in aqueous

media (Ihe above-mentioned amino acids are alaninc, valine. serine. and aspartic acid). This

stability affects 1 out of I 0 1 7 molecules al room temperature, since

IO>7 " <3xlO l < JcV/3OOKk
a

a small quantity that has deterred many chemists from accepting the effects of Ihe

eleclrowcuk interactions as a possible source of optical symmetry.

wvef ihHrM, in Solam's most feeeM tsfcuissimt (1991b) n*w *ork ha* been rfnurtvd on the

proposed phase transition, in which he has found sufficiently large effects by Ihe inclusion of the



top <|iiark 0 ) and lop antiquark (t) in an enlarged version of the standard theory. He has also found
evidence lor the extinction of further macroscopic quantum mechanical effects ixrlow I , such as the

i;ilnt- ol (he critical magnetic field H for the Meissner effect,, which becomes extinct for

temperatures above TL. He finds that the phenomena of polarization will occur, as explained in the

recent paper. Hor temperatures below T c he finds no evidence for polarization (since H = Oand,

therefore, H.E = 0 inside the specimen, where E denotes the electric field).

In modelling the phase transition Salam used the condensate wave function as o>De*pf-2/pv),

where u>|> is the Debye energy, p^ stands for the Fermi momentum, while g is the effective 4-Fermi

coupling parameter for electrons and v is given by the expression (pp m / * - ' T h e approximation

gv « I is important in the postulated phase transition. This needs justification. We now

understand this approximation as follows ( Salam. private communication): The g parameter contains

(he temi I / ni/2 , so there musl be a large mass coming in the picture in order to cancel m z 2 . 1 his

mass can only be it, or due to the supersytnmetry partners of the old quarks and old mesons being

heavier than the original ones by mx2 , where m« •• I TeV. To sum up, Salam now believes that

(he approximate equality m*2 •> ( | TeV>2 is responsible for the very important approximation

4. POSSIBLE SCENARIOS FOR THE ORIGIN OF BIOGMRALITY

An important aspect of the origin of biological rhiraltly concerns the thermal conditions that

may have existed in the Hadean harth, when presumably the presently observed handedness of ami no

iicids originated. Since the ambient temperature of the Earth's surface is approximately 300K. if To

is much smaller than this temperature, Salam's theory may not apply to the Earth, in which case at

least three scenarios may be possible:

i t Pre solar contributions may be necessary to get low enough temperatures.

iit Major contributions come from the more distant and cooler parts of the Solar System with

;imbiem temperatures less than T c (typically all the outer planets have temperatures smaller than

liquid nitrogen ).

ill) II T c is found to be considerably less than 300K, one would be led to accept that the fiarth

only acted as ;i junction place where L-amino acids came together with D-sugars and nuclcotides, in a

(Held theoretic) self consistent fashion, so as to give rise to early replication.

Salam feels that for the biotic alternative to prevail, it may be necessary to invoke a

mechanism for delivering to the Earth the constituents of the biomoleciiles from the c<x>ler locations

(i) and (ii). It may be reasonable to assume that (Oro, 1961; Chyba el uL, 1990):

•The Harth did accrete prebiotic organic molecules important for the origin of life from

impacts from cabonaceous asteroids and comets during the period of heavy bombardment in the

Hadean harth.

Remarkably, we may also assume that the alanine molecules, for instance, could withstand

temperatures as high as about TOOK for one second, whereas the other ami no acids could withstand

temperatures in the range 600 to 800K for a similar period of time, and remain stable and intact upon

impact with the Harth.

5.CAN PHASE TRANSITIONS OCCUR IN THE MOLECULES OF THE
LIVING CELL?

(«) Tbe oeenrreajce of phase transitions is possible in biochemistry

and in genetics.

Perhaps one of the deepest questions raised by Salam is whether phase transitions of the type

of Bose condensation may occur in the living cell. To a certain extent the answer musl be positive,

since we may recall that tn the case of certain specific macromolecules relevant to living processes.

this subject has been studied in both biochemistry as well as in genetics during the last thirty years.

In biochemistry, the ability of lipids to adopt a variety of phases is well documented (Luzzali.

1968). This has been called lipid polymorphism; an important aspect of this topic is (hat the

macroscopic structure adopted by lipids depends on the experimental conditions; for instance,

temperature is an important parameter which determines the macroscopic structure of hydraled

membrane lipids ( dcKruiff el at., 1985). At present a conservative position is still that the possible

biological significance of some of the polymorphic membrane transitions is striking, but we have not

yet bridged the gap between these transitions and physiological phenomena (Luzzali, 1968).

On the other hand, evidence for phase transitions in the life sciences is not limited In

biochemistry, but a separate line of research in genetics also suggests the occurrence of phase

transitions: A factor that may influence the onset of DNA replication is inlracellitlar ion

mnientration (Mainoe-f <//.. 1974; Dulbccco and Klkington. 1975). In fact, experiments with nil

liver cell nuclei may indicate (hat cliromalin structure and nuclear volume display abrupt transitions ;is

• i r •



function ol ion concentration in the nuclear environment (Nicolini etat., 1984>: This experiment has

suggested In its authors lhai I he chromatin structural changes may be discussed in terms of phase

transitions.

(b) Experimental tests of the possible oeci r reae* of the swpercoadMctiag-

like phase tratMltkm ia amiao acids.

These results from the Nochemisiry of the cell membrane and from the genetics of chromatin

structure lead us naturally to raise the question: What direct evidence is there Tor a clear hallmark of

the phase transition underlying the origin of chiralily?

Salam's paper provides a sample of alternatives:

11) Melanin • a dark brown pigment of many animals- is the product of tyrosine metabolism,

li is often located in melanophores (cells with permanent radiating processes lying superficially in

vertebrates) Data taken from natural mclanins, as well as from melanosomes isolated from human

melanoma, clearly indicate that it undergoes a phase transition. In fact, its heat capacity shows a

discontinuity near 1MK. This anomaly, though relatively small, is significant beyond the scatter of

the data points. It is probably associated with a magnetic transition possibly from paramagnetism to

anliferromagnelism (Mi/.utani el at.. 1976). In an analogous manner, a means of detecting the

putative phase transition may be by measuring differences of specific heals and looking for anomalies

in the curve V - yT + p"P + ... as has already done for the above-mentioned non-ami no acids.

(ii) One direct means of testing the new theory for the origin of chiralily in amino acids is by

taking a 50 50 racemic mixture of crystalline L and D-ami no acids and lowering the temperature.

Salain has discussed extensively an experiment involving a 50-50 racemic mixture subjected to a

temperature gradient ranging from the melting temperature for the amino acids to the absolute zero

temperature. In Kig. 1 we have illustrated the Salam picture for the evolution of the D/L ratio.

(in) In view of the discovery of organic superconductors with critical temperatures similar to

metals :iitd alloys ( d . , Section below), an alternative experimental procedure may be to test directly

for condmiivilyand magnetic (Meissner effect) properties of amino acid crystals:

Ihi- suggestion has been made that a superconducting-like phase transition may actually occur

in amino .if ids. Physics has been rather slow in studying alternative candidates for superconductors:

The first class of (low-temperature) superconductors was discovered in 1911; these early

su|(ert(intltictors were unlike any form of mailer that occurs in living systems. In fact, they were

inHtiln HI14.I ttllityi*. t'hf disttivtryiif a nulleally new c lwiot supi»re<*ttJiiLlt>ni has) to wait Wffl« U w :

lit |98fi ;i more interesting superconductor from the point of view of chemistry was identified in

certain ceramics. Finally, this year, the simple potassium doped fullercne KiO,,, (Hebard el at.,

I W l ) has been shown to be superconducting with a reasonably high critical temperature i.e., the

onset of the critical temperature is I8K . However, we should recall that organic

superconductors have been known for some time, such as graphitic compounds with typical

formulae CgA (A = K. Rb, Cs) with values of T c smaller than 1° K (Hannay et at., 1965);

another example is that of the organic superconducting metal bistelhylene dithiolo)tetrathiofulvalene
imodide with formula ( C ^ H g S g ^ l 3 (Yagubskii ti at.. t«W4) with a value of I - 1.5" K at

normal pressure. Hence, the discovery of the most recent superconductor, K^C^ in a simple

organic compound of relatively high critical temperature, if confirmed In many laboratories, would

be yet another small step in the direction anticipated by those of us who have maintained that

superconductivity-, or superfluidity like effects may occur in biology.

«. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The relevance of testing Salam's rationalization of the origin of chirality cannot be

overemphasized: Some of the same experiments that may lest his original theory for the origin of

amino acid chirality, are indeed experiments which suggest searching for superconductivity like

effects in one of the main carbon-based molecules constituting the living cell, namely, amino acids;

earlier, this possibility was also raised for nucleic acids, as pointed out in section 2, regarding the

origin of evolution.

To sum up. one way to interpret Salam's contribution is as a proposal for a solid stale

candidate for a superconductivity-like phenomenon in a novel class of organic molecules, namely, the

amino acids.

The essence of the analogy used by the author is that the ' superfluidity ' exhibited by amino

acids is to 'superfluidity' in superconductors and not lo liquid helium. In the case o f

superconductivity, one has to apply an external magnetic field and look for the Meissner ciTi-cl to

determine T t ; likewise, the 'superfluidity' of amino acids may, in principle, be measured by

shining external light sources on these molecules. The calculation of critical temperatures in terms ol

an eleclroweak lagrangian including the top quark, as mentioned above, may serve to restrict the

value of the critical temperature from the wide range of the ambient temperature of outer space and

the dissociation temperature for amino acids. However, in view' of the considerable theoretical

difficulties still lo be overcome, perhaps the best way lo determine T t may be by means of ihc

experiments suggested in Sec. 5(b), or by other experiments that may have escaped our attention.
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Figure 1

Evolution of the D/L parameter in the Salam picture for an experiment involving a 50-50

racemic mixture subjected to a temperature gradient. The temperature T ranges from the melting

temperature (i.e.. melting point) for the amino acidsO f f l ) to the absolute zero temperature (T =

0°K). Here T^ denotes the critical temperature for the phase transilion The part of Ihe curve from the

melting point to the critical lemperature has been conjectured in analogy wilh Atkins semi classical

treatment of ferromagnclism (1959); this is not in disagreement with the expectation of B;ula and

Miller (1987) that wilh increasing temperature the D/L ratio increases ( as it does in the tail from T lo

I ^ ). The phase transilion has not been assumed lo be of the 're-entry' type, as il may happen in some

superconductors, in which case the phase transition may occur only in a thermal range defined by two
critical temperatures.
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